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a b s t r a c t
Relation extraction task aims at detecting the semantic relation between a pair of entities in a
given target sentence. However, previous methods lack the description of the relation definition, thus
needing to model the implication of relations during training. To tackle this issue, we propose a natural
language inference method for relation extraction. Given a premise and a hypothesis, the natural
language inference task refers to predicting whether the facts in the premise necessarily imply the facts
in the hypothesis. Specifically, for each relation type, we construct a relation description. These relation
descriptions are the definition of relation, containing prior knowledge that helps model understand
the meaning of relation. The given target sentence is viewed as the premise, and these descriptions
are viewed as the hypotheses. Then model infers whether these hypotheses can be concluded from
the premise. Based on the inference results, our model selects the relation corresponding to the
most confident hypothesis as the prediction. Substantial experiments on SemEval2010 Task8 dataset
demonstrate that the proposed method achieves state-of-the-art performance.
© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Relation extraction refers to predicting the semantic relation
between a pair of entities in a given target sentence, which has recently received growing interest. As a fundamental and essential
constituent for information extraction, it has been broadly used
as an intermediate step to construct knowledge base graph and
augment question answering system.
As shown in Fig. 1, most previous methods treat the relation
extraction task as a simple classification problem and conduct
it within the target sentence [1,2]. They utilize an encoder to
extract features and generate relation representation. Then model
feeds it into a linear classifier to get the confidence score of each
relation. However, previous models lack the description of the
relation implication. The implication of relation is the definition
of relation, which tells model what the relation is and what the
relation means. Existed methods need to model the implication
of relations during the training procedure. This is challenging
without prior knowledge. Many efforts have been devoted to
inject extra knowledge [3–5]. Based on the machine reading
comprehension (MRC) schema, recent advances [6,7] cast the
relation extraction to the question-answering task. They encode
vital information about relation in the question, which inspires
our work.
∗ Corresponding author at: College of Computer Science and Technology, Jilin
University, Changchun, 130012, Jilin, China.
E-mail address: tpeng@jlu.edu.cn (T. Peng).
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To tackle this issue, we propose a natural language inference
method for relation extraction. The intuition is that suppose you
face an exam, multiple-choice questions with hints in the options
are always more acceptable than fill-in-the-blank questions. Most
existing works take the multiple classification strategy, which
makes relation extraction more like a fill-in-the-blank question.
In contrast to previous methods, we treat relation extraction as
a natural language inference task and formulates it more like
a multiple-choice question. The natural language inference task
refers to predicting whether the facts in the premise necessarily
imply the facts in the hypothesis. In relation extraction, we can
view this task as predicting whether the facts in the target sentence necessarily imply the facts in the relation definition. This
means the model needs to know the definition of the relation
before classification.
To facilitate this, we replace the linear classifier with our
inference classifier, which is consists of inference layer and classification layer. The relation extraction procedure of our model is
like comparing the options in multiple-choice questions one by
one. We provide model options by creating relation descriptions
for each relation. These relation descriptions are the definition
of relation, containing prior knowledge that helps model understand the meaning of relation. Then model forms a list of
premise–hypothesis pairs by assuming the given target sentence
as the premise and these relation descriptions as the hypotheses. There is a consistent number of premise–hypothesis pairs
and relation types. premise–hypothesis pairs corresponding to
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Fig. 1. An overview of NLIRE model architecture, where nr denotes total relation types. The red input indicated by a dashed rectangle represents prior knowledge
utilized by some previous models. Each color in the relation descriptions denotes a relation class, three classes in this illustration for example. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

et al. [9] used positional embeddings to learn sentence structure information. Santos et al. [1] alleviated the impact of artificial classes utilizing a new pairwise ranking loss function.
Besides, models adopted recursive neural network (RNN) [10]
or transformer [11] as the encoder also have shown promising
performance.
However, irrelevant words in the sentence may introduce
extra noise, leading to the reduction of performance. Hence, Zhou
et al. [12] applied the attention mechanisms to BiLSTM to identify
vital words. Zhang et al. [13] introduced position-aware attention to augment the word representations. Through leveraging
two-level attention, Wang et al. [14] proposed a novel attention
mechanism that encoded critical information concerning both
entity and relation. Yu et al. [15] further extended standard
attention to segment based attention using conditional random
fields.
Notably, the application of the well pre-trained contextual
language model BERT [16] has shown impressive gains in many
tasks. By introducing BERT to tackle relation extraction task, Shi
and Lin [17] got promising performance. Wu and He [2] enriched
the model with information from target entity pair. Wang et al.
[18] used entity-aware self-attention to compute all relation at
once.
Despite the success achieved so far, conventional approaches
leverage information mainly based on the input context. These
methods rarely consider the real world’s common sense and
factual knowledge about relation. Many efforts have been devoted to injecting prior knowledge. Liu et al. [19] generated extra
training data through distant supervision and employed a mentor
network to guide the relation extraction module. Li et al. [4]
combined character level features with word-level features from
the external knowledge base to alleviate polysemy ambiguity.
[20] tackled NLP problems using question answering architecture,

different relation types share the target sentence as the common
premise, but the hypothesis varies with the relation type. For all
premise–hypothesis pairs, our model infers whether the hypothesis holds under the given premise and then classifies the premise–
hypothesis pair into two classes, i.e., (entailment , not_entailment).
Then model feeds the difference between entailment and
not_entailment into classification layer to calculate the confidence
of each relation. Finally, our model naturally determines which
relation the target sentence expresses by selecting the hypothesis
with the highest confidence. Besides, we employ a joint loss function to leverage both the inference information and classification
information. In summary, our key contributions are presented as
follows.
(1) We propose a Natural Language Inference method for
Relation Extraction (NLIRE). A joint inference and classification loss is designed to optimize our model parameters.
(2) We provide the model with explicitly designed relation descriptions to inject prior knowledge about relation without
extra pre-training.
(3) Substantial experiments confirm that NLIRE reaches stateof-the-art performance.

2. Related work
2.1. Relation extraction
Many works have investigated the feasibility of employing
neural networks to automatically extract features and mitigate
error propagation. Liu et al. [8] firstly introduced a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) for relation extraction task. Zeng
2
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Table 1
Examples of the proposed relation description templates, where s1 and s2 will be filled with e1 and e2 respectively.
Dataset

Relation

Relation description

Semeval2010 Task8

Cause–Effect(e1,e2)
Instrument-Agency(e1,e2)
Product-Producer(e1,e2)
Content-Container(e1,e2)
Other

#
#
#
#
#

TACRED

per:title
per:cities_of_residence
per:age
org:dissolved
no_relation

* PERSON # s1 # have held membership employment * TITLE $ s2 $.
* PERSON # s1 # used to live in * CITY * LOCATION $ s2 $.
* PERSON # s1 # age is * NUMBER * DURATION $ s2 . $
* ORGANIZATION # s1 # is merged or dissolved on * DATE $ s2 $.
# s1 # no relation with $ s2 $.

s1
s1
s1
s1
s1

#
#
#
#
#

is the cause of $ s2 $, # s1 # leads to $ s2 $.
is the tool of $ s2 $, $ s2 $ uses # s1 #.
is a product of $ s2 $, $ s2 $ produces # s1 #.
is stored or carried inside $ s2 $, $ s2 $ contains # s1 #.
$ s2 $ .

(2) Encoder Layer: This layer encodes every premisehypothesis pair to get their contextual representation {[hP1 ,
P
H
hH
1 ], . . . , [hnr , hnr ]}. Each token in a premise–hypothesis
sentence pair is translated to a fixed-length vector representation. All nr premise–hypothesis pairs will be encoded
and inferred separately, but they share the parameters.
(3) inference layer: The inference layer infers whether the hypothesis holds according to the premise. For each relation
i and its premise–hypothesis pair’s contextual representation [hPi , hH
i ], this layer generates the confidence score
p(y|P , Hi ) based on the inference result.
(4) Classification Layer: Finally, classification layer use the
confidence score difference between entailment and
not_entailment as the input logit l. After projecting l, the
final prediction is calculated by selecting the relation with
the highest confidence to determine which relation the
target sentence expresses.

where prior knowledge can be encoded in the question query. Li
et al. [6] proposed a multi-turn question answer model to extract
entity and relation jointly. Zhao et al. [7] further improved the
question answer model through constructing diverse questions.
2.2. Natural language inference
Natural language inference is a challenging but crucial task
in language understanding and artificial intelligence. Parikh et al.
[21] proposed a model with word-level alignment to match the
given sentence pair. ESIM [22] employed chain LSTM to track
long-distance dependencies and incorporate syntactic parsing information via tree LSTM. Tay et al. [23] used the inter-attention
to align between premise and hypothesis, and the intra-attention
to learn the self-alignment of premise and hypothesis. Tan et al.
[24] proposed multiple attention functions to match sentence
pairs. Firstly, information along with each word was integrated
by multiple attention functions. Then information from multiple
attention functions was combined to form the final representation. Liu et al. [25] used multi-step inference strategies to refine
its predictions iteratively. Liu et al. [26] pre-train on multiple
tasks to help model adapt to new domains and get more general
representations.

3.2. Description layer
In this layer, NLIRE combines the target sentence with relation descriptions to form the premise–hypothesis pairs. In traditional relation extraction tasks, there are two primary information sources. First is the contextual information, and second is
the entity information. We add entity marker # around e1 and $
around e2 in the target sentence to emphasize entity information,
and leverage contextual information in encoder layer. Although
conventional approaches can learn contextual and entity information from the target sentence like NLIRE, they lack the description
of the relation definition, thus needing to model the implication
of relations during training.
To overcome this issue, as shown in Table 1, we construct
the relation description templates for each relation type. Relation description is the definition of relation containing prior
knowledge that expresses the meaning of the corresponding relation. We create them from the Data Creation Guidelines1 for
the SemEval2010 Task8, and TAC KBP 2015 Slot Descriptions2
for TACRED. To further incorporate the entity information, each
relation description template has a slot pair (s1 , s2 ). By filling
the entity pair (e1 , e2 ) in target sentence P into (s1 , s2 ), NLIRE
generates the hypothesis list {H1 , . . . , Hnr } from the templates,
where Hi represent the hypothesis for relation i. Same as premise,
entity marker is also employed around entities to emphasize
entity information.
In TACRED dataset, every target sentence provides both entity
pair (e1 , e2 ) and its entity type. In target sentence, we add entity
type with indicator * in front of entity to leverage the entity type
information. For each relation, we separately count all possible
entity types of e1 and e2 in the training set and add them to
relation description as entity type restriction.

3. Model architecture
3.1. Task definition
Given a target sentence, NLIRE aims to extract the relation
between a pair of entities in this sentence. To facilitate this, we
define some notations used in this paper. Let P = (w1P , . . . , wnPp )
be the input target sentence sequence containing np words with
a pair of entity mention (e1 , e2 ), relation extraction task detects semantic relation between e1 and e2 from a predefined
candidate relation set R containing nr types of relation. In natural language inference task, P represents the premise sentence,
and H = (w1H , . . . , wnHh ) denotes the hypothesis sentence with
nh words. The model infers the relation between a premise–
hypothesis pair (P , H) from the predefined relation set Y =
{entailment , not_entailment }. entailment indicates H can be concluded from P, not_entailment indicates H cannot be inferred
from P, or P and H are irrelevant to each other. As illustrated in
Fig. 1, NLIRE is mainly comprised of four layers.
(1) Description Layer: For each relation i, we construct an associated relation description Hi and concatenate the target
sentence P with Hi to form the corresponding premise–
hypothesis pair. The original target sentence and the relation description are viewed as the premise and the hypothesis, respectively. The given target sentence will be
mapped to nr pairs of premise–hypothesis sentence pair
{(P , H1 ), . . . , (P , Hnr )}.

1 https://semeval2.fbk.eu/semeval2.php.
2 https://tac.nist.gov/2017/KBP/ColdStart/guidelines.html.
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Fig. 2. Encode layer and inference layer of the NLIRE architecture, where G indicates the GRU, C denotes Eq. (8).

For each relation i, the model combines premise P with the
corresponding hypothesis Hi to obtain nr premise–hypothesis
pairs {(P , H1 ), . . . , (P , Hnr )}. During training, for a specific premise–
hypothesis pair, if the corresponding relation is the relation
expressed in the target sentence, then the label of this premise–
hypothesis pair will be marked as entailment, otherwise the label
will be marked as not_entailment.

3.4. Inference layer
The inference layer serves as a vital component for recognizing
entailment and deciding relations. Different premise–hypothesis
pair will be inferred separately in this layer. We adopt the inference strategy of stochastic answer network [25] as a foundation
and follow the implementation of multi-task deep neural network [26]. For all premise–hypothesis pairs, our model predicts
whether the hypothesis holds under the given premise through
multi-step inference, where T represent the total inference step.
Based on the contextual representation of hypothesis hH
i , we
denote the state of hypothesis in the first inference step as si0 ∈
Rd . si0 is obtained from the weighted sum of each vector in hHi to
selectively fuse information and filter noise:

3.3. Encoder layer
In encoder layer, we adopt BERT as the basic encoder for
NLIRE. The BERT can extract contextual information from the
input sequence via self-attention. We will skip rather extensive
BERT formulations and recommend readers to get the detailed
description from [16]. Follow the implementation of BERT, we add
a special token [CLS] to the beginning of premise. The [SEP] token
is appended at the end of the premise and hypothesis. For each
relation type i, model concatenates P with Hi to form its input
sequence Xi . Xi with different sequence lengths will be changed to
the same using zero paddings. As shown in Fig. 2, NLIRE encodes
Xi through BERT encoder to output the contextual representation
of premise–hypothesis pair [hPi , hH
i ]:
Xi = {[CLS], P , [SEP], Hi , [SEP]}

(1)

[hPi , hHi ] = BERT(Xi )

(2)

hPi

d×np

hH
i

α i = softmax(ωH hHi )

(3)

si0 = α i hH
i

(4)

where ω ∈ R is the parameter learned during training. Incorporating prior knowledge and common sense from relation
description can help our model identify beneficial information in
the target sentence. For each inference step t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T − 1},
model computes the state of premise xit by a weighted sum of all
vector in the hPi according to sit :
H

d×nh

where
∈R
and
∈R
, d is the size of the BERT hidden
state. Notably, although different premise–hypothesis pairs share
the same premise P, their contextual representation of premise hPi
is different. This is because BERT encodes input sentences using
the self-attention mechanism. Each word in the input sentence
will affect the vector representation of other words.

d

β i = softmax(sit ωP hPi )

(5)

xit = β i hPi

(6)

where sit is the state of hypothesis in step t and ωP ∈ Rd×d
is learned during training. For every inference step, the state of
4
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hypothesis is refined through a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [27]
as follows:
sit +1 = GRU(sit , xit )

(7)

In each inference step t, inference layer generates the prediction p(y|t , P , Hi ) for each premise–hypothesis sentence pair as
follow:
p(y|t , P , Hi ) = softmax(W1 [sit , xit , |sit − xit |, sit · xit ] + b1 )

(8)

2×(4d)

where W1 ∈ R
. During training, prediction dropout is used
to prevent our model from relying only on specific steps to
predict correct results. To improve the robustness, NLIRE averages the prediction in every inference step to get the output
conditional probability p(y|P , Hi ):
p(y|P , Hi ) = av g([p(y|0, P , Hi ), . . . , p(y|T − 1, P , Hi )])

(9)

where p(y|P , Hi ) ∈ R2 is comprised of two elements p(y+ |P , Hi )
and p(y− |P , Hi ). The two elements can be interpreted as the
confidence score of entailment and not_entailment respectively,
which indicates whether the hypothesis hold according to the
premise.

Fig. 3. Classification layer of NLIRE model architecture.
Table 2
Hyperparameters settings.

3.5. Classification layer
As shown in Fig. 3, after the inference layer, for all relation i and its associated (P , Hi ), NLIRE concatenates their output
prediction to form the input logit:
l+ = [p(y+ |P , H1 ), . . . , p(y+ |P , Hnr )]

−

nr

(11)

p(r |P) = sfotmax(ReLU(W2 l + b2 ) + l)

+

TACRED

2
5e−5
19
0.2
1
0.1
0.1
10

2
5e−5
42
0.1
1
0.1
0.1
5

Dropout rate
Weight decay
Training epochs

where the input logit l , l ∈ R . A high score in l / l denotes
the target sentence P expresses/not expresses the corresponding
relation.
A simple option to calculate the distribution of relation categories is viewing l+ as the confidence score and feeding it to
a softmax function. However, this experimental setup does not
take the interactivity of different hypotheses into account. This is
because we create excessive negative data when constructing the
premise–hypothesis pair in Section 3.2. Every time we construct
a premise–hypothesis pair with a positive label, we will create
nr − 1 premise–hypothesis pairs with negative labels. Therefore,
some relations will be rejected too many times, and the logits l+
of these relations will be too low that these classes will never be
selected by softmax. We will discuss the effect of this simplified
option in the ablation study.
To tackle this issue, we use the difference l = l+ − l− to represent the final input logit. To scale the difference and add bias, we
then compute confidence of each class by feeding the difference
into a residual connection. Some elements in logits l with small
values will be enlarged while others with too large values will
be reduced, thus alleviating this problem. We employ softmax
function to calculate the distribution of relation categories:
+

Semeval2010

Total inference step
Learning rate
Batch size

λ1
λ2

(10)

l− = [p(y− |P , H1 ), . . . , p(y− |P , Hnr )]

Parameter

−

Table 3
Macro-F1 scores on the SemEval2010 Task8 dataset, where LM represents the
type of pre-training language model.
Model

LM

F1

Att-BLSTM [12]
FAT-RE [11]
Att-Pooling-CNN [14]
Entity-Aware BERT [18]
KnowBert [3]
R-BERT [2]
BERTEM +MTB [5]

–
–
–
BERTBASE
BERTBASE
BERTLARGE
BERTLARGE

84.0
84.2
88.0
89.0
89.1
89.3
89.5

NLIREBASE
NLIRELARGE

BERTBASE
BERTLARGE

89.4
90.1

where |Y | is the number of elements in Y . We design the relation
classification loss LC to generate the relation prediction. The
training objective is to minimize the cross-entropy loss:
LC = −

1 ∑
nr

log p(r |P)

(14)

i∈R

Our the joint loss is computed as the weighted sum of both
inference loss and classification loss:

(12)

where W2 ∈ Rnr ×nr and b2 ∈ Rnr .

L = λ1 LI + λ2 LC

3.6. Loss function

where λ1 and λ2 are the hyperparameters controlling the weights
of the two loss functions.

We introduce the joint inference and classification loss to
optimize our model parameters. The inference loss LI is designed
to guide inference layer how to infer whether the hypothesis can
be concluded from the premise. LI is defined as follow:
LI = −

1 ∑∑

|Y |

log p(y|P , Hi )

(15)

4. Experiment
4.1. Dataset and settings
We conduct experiments on two widely used benchmarks,
SemEval2010 Task8[28] and TACRED [13] . SemEval2010 Task8

(13)

i∈R y∈Y
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Table 4
Micro-F1 scores on TACRED dataset.
Model

LM

P

R

F1

PA-LSTM [13]
TRE [29]
BERT-LSTM [17]
ERNIE [30]
SpanBERT [31]
KnowBert [3]
BERTEM +MTB [5]

–
GPT
BERTBASE
BERTBASE
BERTLARGE
BERTBASE
BERTLARGE

65.7
70.1
73.3
70.0
70.8
71.6
–

64.5
65.0
63.1
66.1
70.9
71.4
–

65.1
67.4
67.8
68.0
70.8
71.5
71.5

NLIREBASE
NLIREREST

BERTBASE
BERTBASE

70.9
75.0

69.4
69.3

70.1
72.0

Table 6
Comparison between different version of our simplified model with corresponding F1 on Semeval2010 Task8.
Model

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Table 5
Experimental results on TACRED development set while reducing the amount of
training data.
% of training data

1%

10%

20%

50%

100%

BERTEM +MTB
NLIREREST

43.4
51.9

64.8
65.4

67.2
66.3

69.9
71.4

70.6
72.3

F1

NLIREBASE (the proposed model)
w/o
w/o
w/o
w/o
w/o
w/o
w/o
w/o

entity marker
inferring
inference loss
inferring&inference loss
inferring&classifying&inference loss
classifying
classifying&classification loss
inferring&classifying&classification loss

89.4
88.7
89.2
88.3
88.7
89.2
89.1
88.7
89.2

our model can provide a feasible way to utilize entity type
information. (2) Fusion of information from knowledge graphs or
knowledge bases can improve model performance. ERNIE utilizes
both large-scale textual corpora and structured knowledge facts
from knowledge graphs to train language model. KnowBERT
incorporates information from knowledge bases by computing
word-to-entity attention and achieves an F1 score of 71.5%.
To better illustrate that our method can help model understand the implication of relation, we compare the F1 of our model
with BERTEM +MTB’ F1 on the TACRED dataset while varying the
amount of training data. As shown in Table 5, when training
data is limited, the performance gap between BERTEM +MTB and
our model is even greater. This is mainly because the previous
methods require a large number of training data to model the
implication of the relation and understand what relation means.
Our method can model the meaning of the relation and make predictions based on definition given in the relation description, thus
only a small number of samples are needed to get a preliminary
understanding of the relation.

dataset is comprised of nine relations and an additional class
‘Other’. In the official evaluation scorer, directionality is taken
into account, resulting in 19 relation classes in total. The dataset
consists of 8,000 training instances and 2,717 testing instances.
We evaluate our model using the macro-F1 score. Compared with
SemEval2010 Task8, TACRED is a large-scale dataset. It contains
42 different relations and 106,264 sentences with typed subject
and object spans. As per convention, we report our results on
TACRED as micro-F1 scores. We mainly use the BERTBASE to conduct our experiments but also list the performance of NLIRE with
BERTLARGE for comparison. Primary hyperparameters settings are
given in Table 2.
In both training and testing procedures, we take the premise–
hypothesis pairs as input. During training, the inference layer
will be trained by labels we created in Section 3.2, and the
classification layer will be trained using the labels given by the
dataset. During testing, we only use the output of classification
layer as the prediction.

5. Analyses
5.1. Ablation study
To further prove the effect of model components, we create
several simplified versions of NLIRE and perform an ablation test.
NLIRE represents our full model with full inference layer and classification layer. ‘‘entity marker’’ means remove the entity marker
$ and # around e1 and e2 in the target sentence. ‘‘inferring’’
represents replacing the inference layer by feeding the hidden
state of [CLS] into a fully connected layer and a softmax function
to output the prediction p(y|P , Hi ). Under ‘‘classify’’ setting, we
use l+ as l and replace the classification layer with a simple
softmax function. The ‘‘inference loss’’ and ‘‘classification loss’’
represent removing LI and LC from the joint loss function L
respectively.
As shown in Table 6, when we remove the inference layer,
the score drops by 0.2%. This proves the effectiveness of our
multi-step inference strategy. Removing both the inference layer
and the inference loss hurts the result by 0.7%, but dropping
inference loss and maintaining the inference strategy leads to the
most extensive performance loss, which is 1.1%. The performance
drop is largely due to the fact that our inference layer contains
huge parameters, which makes it difficult for the gradient of
classification loss to propagate to the inference layer. We can
conclude that the inference layer relies on inference loss, and
the classification loss alone is not enough to train the inference
layer. Model without classification layer also reduces more score
than the model without classification layer and classification loss
at the same time. This proves both the inference loss and the
classification loss are indispensable. Another discovery is that by

4.2. Comparison with state-of-the-art approaches
We compare the proposed method against state-of-the-art
relation extraction methods in this section. Table 3 illustrates
the F1 score of some representative models on SemEval2010
Task8 dataset. Based on these results, we can make the following
observations: (1) The proposed NLIRELARGE model achieves the
F1 score of 90.1% without extra pre-training, which outperforms
the previous state-of-the-art method with a relative improvement of 0.6%. (2) Among all methods without using a pre-trained
language model, Att-Pooling-CNN reaches the highest F1 score
of 88.0%, which indicates that model with attention mechanism
can select critical information and filter the noise. (3) Adopting
BERT as basic encoder helps to capture more contextual information. Thus the BERT-based method obtains better performance
than the method without using BERT, such as Entity-Aware BERT
reaching an F1 score of 89.0%. (4) Injecting extra knowledge
helps model further understand the semantic meaning of the
target sentence. Comparing BERTEM +MTB with R-BERT, we can
observe that although they both adopt BERTLARGE as basic encoder,
BERTEM +MTB with Matching the Blanks pre-training procedure to
inject knowledge reaches higher F1 score than R-BERT.
Experimental results on TACRED dataset are displayed in
Table 4. From the results, we can observe that: (1) The proposed NLIREBASE model achieves comparable performance with
SpanBERT. By adding entity type restriction, our NLIREREST model
exceeds the current state of the art by 0.5% F1. This proves
6
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Table 7
Experimental results corresponding to different type of relation in Semeval2010
Task8.
Relation

P

R

F1

Cause–Effect
Component-Whole
Content-Container
Entity-Destination
Entity-Origin
Instrument-Agency
Member-Collection
Message-Topic
Product-Producer
Other

91.4
86.4
90.1
92.0
91.0
87.7
86.2
87.1
89.2
72.6

93.9
91.4
94.3
94.5
89.9
82.1
91.0
95.8
89.6
61.2

92.6
88.8
92.1
93.2
90.5
84.8
88.5
91.2
89.4
66.4

Total

89.0

91.4

90.1

Fig. 4. The visualized attention weights of some candidate short description,
with a relatively higher weight for each token.

Fig. 5. The visualized attention weights of some candidate middle description,
focusing on entity marker and essential words.

discarding both inference layer and classification layer, performance of model with inference loss or classification loss alone
improves by 0.5%. We hypothesize that single loss is only capable
of training simple model. This confirms the necessity of considering natural language inference task and relation extraction task
together.
Fig. 6. The visualized attention weights of some candidate trigram description,
with a relatively lower weight for each token.

5.2. Effect of relation description template
In Table 7, we report F1 corresponding to every relation in
Semeval2010 Task8. On relation Cause–Effect, Content-Container,
Entity-Destination, Entity-Origin, Message-Topic, NLIRE achieves
satisfactory results. Our model is capable of understanding these
relations based on the definition in relation description. However,
on the remaining relations, the model does not obtain competitive results. On relation Other, except the situation that entity pair
has no relation, there are many instances where the entity pair
has an unknown relation. In the official scorer, the relation class
Other is excluded when computing F1 score. Another common
issue is that some phrases are used metaphorically, which is hard
to recognize the semantic connection. For example, the phrase
‘‘laser printer’’ means ‘‘the printer uses laser (for printing)’’, thus
the relation should be Instrument-Agency. In this case, relation is
not explicitly stated in the sentence, but can logically be inferred
based on the context.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed relation
description template, we create four types of description template to conduct experiments for comparison. Table 8 provides
some example description of each templates. Experimental results of these kind of descriptions in Table 9 show that the
short description can make model concentrate on the crucial
words. But this kind of description has less semantic information
and only expresses the relationship from a single direction. The
middle description is semantically meaningful compared with
short description, and utilizes two types of representations, from
both the perspective of (e1 , e2 ) and the perspective of (e2 , e1 ).
Thus this description outperforms the short description. The long
description contains the richest information. But the longer the
description, the more noisy words. Therefore, this description
does not further improve the performance. We also construct
the hybrid description template by selecting descriptions from
the short description and middle description according to the
F1 score of the corresponding relation type. We can find that
the combination of short and middle descriptions will not lead
to better performance. We suppose that excessive differences in
the description will make it difficult for the model to determine
the reliability of the information in the description. For both
performance and efficiency considerations, we adopt the middle
description as our template.

5.3. Case study
To evaluate different types of relation descriptions, we visualize the attention score of some candidate hypotheses on a
given case. Taking target sentence ‘‘the # slide #, which was triggered by an avalanche-control $ crew $, damaged one home and
blocked the road for most of the day’’. as an example, attention
weight of some hypotheses in three types of description template
are shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. Based on the results, we have the
following observations:
(1) Attention Behavior: There are fewer noises in the short
description, but there are not enough alternative words.
Thus model inevitably assigns irrelevant words like ‘‘produce’’ a relatively higher score and wrongly classify the target sentence to Product-Producer(e1,e2). The long description also makes the wrong prediction ProductProducer(e1,e2). Although there is a wealth of information in the description, too many noise words such as
‘‘with’’, ‘‘made’’, ‘‘construct’’ distract attention. The middle description focuses on essential words and phrases
such as ‘‘is the cause of’’ and ‘‘lead to’’, without paying
much attention to irrelevant words such as ‘‘product’’ and
‘‘produce’’. This type of template makes correct prediction
Cause–Effect(e1,e2) in this case.
(2) Entity Marker: The attention heatmap confirms the importance of our entity marker. Entity marker helps model
to locate the position of entities and better leverage the
entity information. It also plays a role like special token
[CLS], encoding some vital context clues stemming from
the sentence for classification.
6. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we tackle relation extraction task using natural
language inference methods. The proposed NLIRE exceeds previous state-of-the-art models and achieves the F1 score of 90.1%
on Semeval2010 Task8 and 72.0% on TACRED. Our model can
fuse prior knowledge without extra training data by incorporating
7
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Table 8
Some representative examples of relation description.
Description

Cause–Effect(e1,e2)

Instrument-Agency(e1,e2)

Short

# e1 # causes $ e2 $

$ e2 $ uses # e1 #

Hybrid

# e1 # is the cause of $ e2 $,
# e1 # leads to $ e2 $

$ e2 $ uses # e1 #

Middle

# e1 # is the cause of $ e2 $,
# e1 # leads to $ e2 $

# e1 # is the tool of $ e2 $,
$ e2 $ uses # e1 #

Long

# e1 # is the cause of or results in or leads
to $ e2 $, # e2 # is caused by e1

# e1 # is the tool of or used by
$ e2 $, $ e2 $ uses # e1 #

Table 9
Experimental results of different type of description on Semeval2010 Task8,
where the Avg_length represents the average length of all relation descriptions
in the corresponding description type.
Description

Avg_length

F1

Short
Hybrid
Middle
Long

9.2
13.8
20.8
25.6

89.3
88.8
89.4
89.4
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information from relation descriptions. Besides, our model calculates the confidence score for every relation type in the inference
layer, which means the NLIRE is very suitable for multi-class
relation extraction. We envision applying NLIRE to tackling the
multi-class relation extraction in the future.
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